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Abstract: Scanning near-field optical microscopy was applied to study, 
with sub-wavelength spatial resolution, the near- and the far-field 
distributions of propagating modes from a high-power laser diode. Simple 
modeling was also performed and compared with experimental results. The 
simulated distributions were consistent with the experiment and permitted 
clarification of the configuration of the transverse modes of the laser. 
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1. Introduction 

Modern semiconductor lasers are widely used in various fields of science and technology. In 
continuous operation, the radiation power from 100 μm-aperture laser diode can exceed 10 W 
[1–5], which corresponds to a radiation density at the emitting facet of about 1011 W/m2 
(several hundred times greater than at the Sun's surface). To manufacture such high-power 
emitters, the heterostructures with a so-called broadened waveguide are used [6–9]. With 
increasing thickness of the waveguide, not only a fundamental transverse mode of the 0th 
order arises, but also additional modes of higher orders may survive. Most optical 
applications exploit only the fundamental mode. However, a number of practical applications, 
for example, mixing two laser frequencies from different active regions to produce far-
infrared radiation [10,11], require saving certain higher-order transverse modes. As was 
proposed and experimentally demonstrated in [12], it is possible to select specific transverse 
modes by choosing the position of the active region in the waveguide. 

Figure 1 presents characteristics and the design of the high-power semiconductor laser 
diode emitting at 1.07 μm wavelengths. The laser heterostructure consists of wide-band 
emitters Al0.25Ga0.75As, a 1.9 μm thick GaAs waveguide, and an active area of an 8 nm thick 
InGaAs quantum well (qw), that is shifted from the waveguide center towards the p-emitter 
by 0.75 μm. The numerical solution of the wave equation for this heterostructure using the 
approximation of a dielectric waveguide (neglecting the light absorption by charge carriers 
and amplification) gives three stationary modal configurations of the electromagnetic field 
[13]. Figure 1(b) shows profiles of the allowed TE modes (TE denotes transverse electric 
field that is perpendicular to the direction of the light propagation and lies in the plane of the 
qw). 

Simultaneous fulfillment of threshold conditions for the generation of all three modes is 
unlikely. However, if we analyze the factors determining the threshold conditions for the 1st 
and the 2nd modes, we see the following. The right minimum of the 2nd mode is located at 
the same place as the qw (see the band diagram in Fig. 1(c)), i.e. the qw is effectively 
overlapped by the electric field. This allows maximally amplifying the radiation in the active 
region, i.e. it creates the most favorable conditions for exciting the 2nd mode compared to 
other modes. The same wavelength may be simultaneously excited by another, the 1st mode 
that also has a right maximum close to the qw. In this case, the amplification decrease in the 
active region must be compensated by decreasing optical losses in the emitter layers. The 
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calculations show, for an equal redistribution of the power between the two modes and 
average internal optical losses of 1.5 cm−1, the critical optical cavity length, which 
simultaneously provides lasing threshold conditions, is 2180 μm. This value is close to the 
optical cavity lengths in the laser samples chosen for our experiments. 

In contrast to the 0th mode, the modes of higher order are much weaker localized within 
the waveguide. The calculations show the optical confinement factor for the emitter layers 
increases from 0.53% for the 0th mode to 2.3% and 6.2% for the 1st and 2nd modes, 
respectively. It explains higher internal optical losses in the selected laser samples, compared 
with 0.34 cm−1 in similar structures [3] when the threshold conditions have been only fulfilled 
for the fundamental 0th mode. 

 

Fig. 1. Characteristics and the design of the laser diode. An experimental far-field laser 
radiation pattern (red solid line) and modeled divergence (blue dashed line) calculated for a 
linear combination of the 2nd the 1st TE modes with the amplitude ratio of the electric fields 
0.267 and the phase difference of 16°, (a). Electric field profiles of three TE modes 
corresponding to the possible solutions of the wave equation for the laser heterostructure, (b). 
Energy band schematics for the laser heterostructure, (c). Scanning electron microscopy image 
of the laser facet identifies main layers of the heterostructure, (d). The far-field laser radiation 
pattern was measured in the pulsed operation regime with parameters: pulse duration 5 μs, 
repetition frequency 1 kHz, current amplitude 2 A (threshold current 0.35 А), optical power per 
emitting facet 0.6 W. 

The far-field laser radiation pattern measured in the plane perpendicular to the p-n 
junction of the laser is shown in Fig. 1(a). It has an asymmetric shape that cannot arise from 
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mixing the symmetric 0th mode with the main 2nd mode. However it can be associated with 
the simultaneous excitation of the asymmetric 1st mode. Shown in the same figure, the 
calculated far-field laser radiation pattern was obtained by integrating [14,15] the electric 
field resulting from a linear combination of the 2nd and the 1st TE modes. An agreement of 
theory and experiment was reached under fourfold amplitude ratio of the electric fields of 
these modes and a phase difference of 16°. However, there are other possible combinations of 
these modes that satisfactorily describe the experiment as well. More accurate and 
unambiguous information on the mode configuration can be extracted from the near-field 
radiation distributions measured directly on the surface of the emitting facet of the laser. To 
this end, the methods of scanning confocal microscopy [16] and scanning near-field optical 
microscopy (SNOM) [17] were applied in our work. The semiconductor lasers were 
investigated by SNOM, e.g. in [18,19]. However, as far as we know, SNOM was not 
previously applied to clarify the transverse mode configuration. 

2. Methods and results 

Distributions of the radiative emissions from the above-described laser were investigated 
under ambient conditions using the scanning probe optical nanolaboratory Ntegra Spectra 
(NT-MDT, Russia) [20]. Figure 2 presents simplified diagrams for measurements in scanning 
confocal microscopy and SNOM regimes. In both cases, the emitting facet, the natural 
cleavage of the laser heterostructure, is almost parallel to the focal plane of the lens. To 
minimize the thermal drift for stabilizing the laser spectrum and the radiation pattern, the 
laser diode was pumped by a pulsed current source. In the confocal regime of measurements, 
we used lenses with numerical aperture 0.9, 0.7, and 0.5NA = . In the SNOM regime, we used 
cantilevers with a metal coated pyramidal SiO2 probe and an aperture created on the probe 
end by the focused ion beam process. Such cantilevers may be also simultaneously used for 
surface topography imaging by standard atomic force microscopy (AFM) techniques. The 
aperture diameter was about 100 nm; the radiation penetrating through the nanoaperture was 
collected by a lens with 0.5NA = . 

The Ntegra Spectra instrument allows measuring and recording distribution of full laser 
emission spectrum in all three directions (X,Y,Z) – both in confocal and in SNOM 
configurations. Post-processing of the recorded data allowed exploring variations in the 
intensity of any selected part of the laser spectrum both along a horizontal XY plane of the 
emitting facet (the near-field) or along vertical XZ and YZ planes (a transition from the near-
field to the far-field). In the SNOM regime, the Z values are always positive, since the probe 
physically cannot penetrate into the surface. In the confocal regime, the Z values can be of 
any sign, because the focus of the lens is adjusted, both above and below the surface. 

Shown in Fig. 3, the lasing spectrum for the laser diode measured in the confocal regime. 
Almost all the radiation is concentrated in the spectral range of 1073-1075 nm, within which 
8 lines can be separated. The lines in the spectrum do not originate from the different 
transverse modes, but occur from different longitudinal modes [15]. In this case the 
characteristic distance between the lines is: ( )2L n dn dλ λ λ λ λΔ = − × , where the cavity 

length L, the mean lasing wavelength λ, and the refractive index n of the waveguide material 
are used. Given the parameters of the laser structure, this distance is calculated to be a few 
angstroms, which is consistent with the shape of the measured spectrum. 
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Fig. 2. Experimental schemes to study laser radiation distributions in confocal (a) and SNOM 
(b) measurement regimes. To activate the laser, a pulsed power supply was used: current pulse 
duration 5 μs, repetition frequency 1 kHz, current pulse amplitude 2 A. In the Cartesian 
coordinates of the triple of vectors X, Y and Z is selected according to the generally accepted 
description for semiconductor lasers [15]: X vector points along the normal to the plane of the 
heterostructure layers; Y vector is in the plane of the heterostructure layers; Z vector is normal 
to the emitting facet. 

 

Fig. 3. A lasing spectrum of the high-power laser diode, as measured on the emitting facet by 
scanning confocal optical microscopy. 

Figure 4(a) shows a simulated image in the XZ plane, corresponding to the light 
distribution radiated by the 2nd TE mode in the vicinity of the emitting facet. The 2D wave 
equation, with one point source at the origin, has a solution in the form of the Hankel 

function, which behaves far from the source like a damped sine wave, ( )sin t kr rω −  [21]. 

Model brightness signal, ( )S r , was calculated as the time-averaged intensity of the 

interference, ( ),I r t , of such damped waves from three sources: 
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Wave-number 1
2 1.07k mπ μ −= ; central (C), with the coordinate rC, left (L), rL, and right (R), 

rR, sources were separated from each other by the distance of 3λ/4, in accordance with the 
intervals between extremes of the simulated electric field profile of the 2nd mode, see Fig. 
1(b). To simulate the light distribution for the 2nd mode, see the model image in Fig. 4(a), the 
following amplitudes are used: 1, 1

C L R
A A A= = = − . Equation (1b) also permits to qualitatively 

simulate the radiation resulting from the 0th mode ( 1, 0
C L R

A A A= = = ), from the 1st mode 

( 0, 1
C L R

A A A= = − = ), as well as from an arbitrary linear combination of all three modes. In 

general, the AС, AL and AR are complex numbers. 
For the sake of simplicity, the modeling only exploits three point sources and neglects the 

small mismatch between the extrema positions in the electric field distributions for the 1st and 
the 2nd modes. Although the modeling is therefore limited in accuracy, it allows describing 
the light fields for all possible combinations of the modes. Note that, according to Eq. (1b), 
near the sources, the signals (

, ,, ,
:

L C RL C R r r
S S

ε= +
= , where ε is infinitely small constant) obey 

proportions: 2 2 2
: : : :

L C R L C R
S S S A A A= . This relation will be used when analyzing the 

experimental SNOM signal. 
The waveguide thickness 2d λ≈  determines the typical width of the laser near-field. It is 

of the order of λ, and in this case, according to the basics of diffraction [14], the characteristic 
far-field features must be already formed at the distance just several wavelengths above the 
facet ( 2

4d λ λ≈ ). This is exactly what is observed in the model image in Fig. 4(a), as well 

as in the experimental image in Fig. 4(b), obtained with the maximum numerical aperture 
lens 0.9NA = . At the top of the image, two side lobes are noticeably brighter than the central 
lobe, which, to a first approximation, is to be expected for the light divergence in the far-field, 
see Fig. 1(a). On the emitting facet, the SNOM signal is equally distributed between three 
maxima located every 0.8 μm. This coincides with the distance 3λ/4 between the point sources 
in the model. 

In Fig. 4, the experimental images differ from the model image. This is due to the 
instrumental contributions, growing with decreasing NA  of the lens. Already for 0.7NA = , see 
Fig. 4(c), the measured far-field is distorted: side lobes are observed propagating under more 
acute angles and are accompanied by satellites. In the image in Fig. 4(d), 0.5NA =  lens, the 
central lobe remains the brightest far from the emitting facet. Besides, on the emitting facet, 
the measured signal is presented by the multiple (7 or even more) peaks of different heights. 
The lenses with 0.9, 0.7, and 0.5NA = , accept the light in the following angle ranges: ± 64°, ± 
45° and ± 30°. By integrating the experimental far-field profile in Fig. 1(a), it can be shown 
that the highest NA  lens may detect almost all the light from the studied laser, about 93%; the 
lower NA  lenses can collect, respectively, 67 and 34% of the light. Thus, the distortion's 
origin is that the lens loses an essential portion of the light from the side lobes. However, it is 
also appropriate to consider the data in terms of insufficient spatial resolution. 
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Fig. 4. Scanning confocal optical microscopy of the radiation distribution near the emitting 
facet of the operating laser diode. 2nd TE mode XZ image calculated by expression (1) (a). XZ 
signal distribution of the laser radiation (integrated intensity of spectrum in the 1074-1075 nm 
range), measured by the lenses 0.9NA = , (b), 0.7NA = , (c), and 0.5NA = , (d). Dotted lines in 
the images indicate the emitting facet position (laser layers are below the line). All images 
have the same scale and were taken from nearly the same sample area. 

In scanning confocal optical microscopy, the optimal resolution is achieved when laser 
illumination is focused into a spot (“point”), limited by the diffraction at the lens aperture, 
and, through the same lens, the registration pinhole is projected into the same spot [16]. In 
this case, according to the theory [16], the air lens with 0.9NA =  has an axial resolution no 

better than 2λ: 2

0.9
1.5 1.5 1.07 0.81 2

NA
z NA mλ μ

=
Δ = × = × ≈  The confocal planar resolution 

( 0.4x NAλΔ = × ) of this lens is approximately a half of λ: 
0.9

0.44 0.5
NA

x mλ μ
=

Δ ≈ ≈ . However, the 

semiconductor laser is not a true “point” light source. The light sources are distributed over a 
strip that is about 100 μm long and has a width defined by the dimensions of the TE mode. 
Therefore, regardless the confocal regime was applied, the planar resolution of the image in 
Fig. 4(b) is hardly better than Rayleigh criterion: 

0.9
0.68 0.68 0.73

NA
x NA mλ λ μ

=
Δ ≈ × ≈ ≈ . 

In the near-field, see Fig. 4(b) at the emitting facet, three peaks of almost equal height are 
detected. To reveal the local mode configuration responsible for the measured picture, we 
need first to find out how reliable this equality is - considering it was measured in a 
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diffraction limited confocal regime by a high NA lens. The distance between the peaks, 0.8 
μm, is close to the planar resolution. This seems to be sufficient to qualitatively visualize the 
expected near-field response with three maxima. (The images in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), obtained 
with a planar resolution of 0.93 μm and, respectively, 1.31 μm, do not agree even qualitatively 
with the expected emission pattern.) However, this is not sufficient for accurate quantitative 
analysis. In particular, the measured amplitude of the side peaks contains the contribution 
from the central maximum of the expected near-field, and in the central peak there is the 
contribution from the side maxima. It is a well-known instrumental effect: the output signal is 
the convolution of the input signal with the instrumental response function of the device. If, 
for example, the expected near-field were represented by three equal maxima, in the 
measured near-field the central peak should be above the side peaks, due to the instrumental 
effect of the 0.9NA =  lens. 

Significant resolution improvement is provided by the SNOM with aperture cantilevers. 
The SNOM image of the radiation intensity distribution at the laser facet (XY plane) and the 
contact AFM topography image, Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), were measured simultaneously. 
Positions of the main layers of the laser are marked on the AFM image using the known 
locations of the layers with respect to the edge of the facet; see Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). If 
necessary, it is possible to directly reveal all the main layers of the heterostructure laser using 
standard AFM cantilevers with sharper tips, see e.g [22,23]. According to the measurements 
at the emitting facet, Fig. 5(c), the SNOM profile has three peaks located within the 
waveguide layer. Figure 5(c) also shows the calculated profile expected for the 2nd TE mode. 
In contrast to the model, the experimental profile is asymmetrical: the right peak is notably 
above the other two peaks. 

The observed local near-field could result from mixing the 1st mode (odd mode with two 
extremes and zero electric field in the center of the waveguide) to the main 2nd mode. The 
contribution of the 0th mode (the only electric field extremum in the middle of the 
waveguide) to the near-field is excluded for four reasons: any linear combination of the 2nd 
and the 0th modes produces a symmetrical near-field; since the central peak is not the biggest, 
the 0th mode cannot be the main one; since the central peak is not the smallest, the 1st mode 
cannot be the main one; a simultaneous excitation of all three modes is unlikely. 

In frame of the model with Eq. (1b), the ratio of the peak heights in Fig. 5(c), 
0.8, 1.4

L R R C
S S S S≅ ≅ , may be used to evaluate the contributions from the 1st and the 2nd 

modes to the local near-field. We take “1” and “δ” for the electric field amplitude of the 2nd 
mode, and, correspondingly, the 1st mode; the phase shift between the two modes is defined 
as φ. An arbitrary combination of these modes is given by the following values of the 
amplitudes: 

 1 ; 1; 1
i i

L C R
A e A A e

ϕ ϕδ δ= − + × = = − − ×  (2) 

Taking into account 2 2 2
: : : :

L C R L C R
S S S A A A= , the unknown variables in Eq. (2) are uniquely 

expressed in terms of the peak heights ratio in the measured SNOM signal: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0.5 1; cos 4
L C R C R C L C

S S S S S S S Sδ ϕ δ= + − = − . In particular, for the data in Figs. 

5(a) and 5(b), we obtain: 0.3; 60δ ϕ≅ ≅  . Thus, locally, in the measured region, the near-field 
contains approximately 75% of the 2nd mode and 25% of the 1st one. It is worth noting that 
observed ratio and phase parameters do not strongly deviate from the parameters we used to 
reconcile calculated and measured data in Fig. 1(a): 0.267; 16δ ϕ= =  . The last parameters may 
characterize the near-field, averaged over the entire 100 μm-aperture of the emitting facet. 
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Fig. 5. SNOM study of the radiation distribution at the emitting facet of the active laser diode. 
A contact AFM image of the surface topography on emitting facet, (a). A SNOM XY image of 
the light distribution, (b). A typical X-profile of SNOM signal (red dotted line) and a model 
profile (blue solid line) for the near field expected for the 2nd TE mode, (с), see also Fig. 1(b). 

The experimentally determined structure of the local near-field was used to simulate the 
model XZ image in Fig. 6(a). A signal for the modeling image was calculated by the Eq. (1b) 
with the following parameters: 3 3

1 0.3 ; 1; 1 0.3
i i

L C R
A e A A e

π π× ×= − + × = = − − × . A modeling takes 

also into account the angle 23α ≅   between the ridges in Fig. 5(b) and the Y scanning 
direction: the distance between the measuring point, r, and the source, ri, 

( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2
cos ; , ,

i i i
r r z z x x i L C Rα− = − + − × = . 

The SNOM image of the laser radiation distribution in the same XZ plane is shown in Fig. 
6(b). As in confocal microscopy, see Fig. 4(b), SNOM also reveals the light propagates along 
three directions (lobes). Additionally, at the distance of several wavelengths from the emitting 
facet, the right lobe is the brightest, while the central lobe becomes the weakest. This is in 
very good agreement with the far-field radiation divergence in Fig. 1(a), as well as with the 
simulation results in Fig. 6(a). The SNOM image, however, demonstrates extra details. At a 
distance from the emitting facet, the signal intensity varies with a period of about a half 
wavelength. Several oscillations of the signal are on the left and central lobes, the best way 
they are revealed on the right lobe. We explain such oscillations are caused by the light 
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interference in the cavity between the emitting facet and the probe over the surface. This is 
similar to the effect of antireflection coatings for optical instruments. 

 

Fig. 6. SNOM study of the radiation distribution near the emitting facet of the active laser 
diode. A model XZ image, (a). A SNOM XZ image (integrated intensity of spectrum signal in 
the 1068-1079 nm range), (b). 

3. Conclusions 

The radiation distributions near the emitting facet of an operating high-power laser diode 
have been investigated by scanning confocal optical microscopy and SNOM. In the studied 
laser, the active region has been shifted from the waveguide center towards the p-emitter to 
provide the most favorable conditions for generation of the 2nd and 1st TE modes and to 
create a light source with a large angle of radiation divergence in the far-field. We show that 
measurements using a confocal microscope can give a distorted picture of the near-field 
radiation from such a laser, even when using an air lens with 0.9NA = . Accurate data on the 
near-field intensity at the emitting facet was obtained with sub-wavelength spatial resolution 
using the technique based on the integration of an optical spectrometer and SNOM with 
aperture cantilever. This technique, however, may perturb the distribution of light from the 
laser when the cantilever’s probe is lifted above the radiating facet. Due to the light 
interference between the surfaces of the probe and the emitting facet, additional spatial 
oscillations of the signal in Z-direction may appear. This effect can be further minimized by 
sharpening the SNOM probe or by reducing reflectance of the metal coating by increasing its 
roughness. 

The experimental images were compared with the images from the model signal, which 
was calculated as the time-average contribution of three damped sine waves. The sources of 
such waves located at the extrema of the electric field distribution of the 2nd TE mode 
corresponding to the solution of the wave equation for the dielectric waveguide laser. On the 
emitting facet, in the near-field, an asymmetric distribution of the radiation was revealed, 
which manifests the mixing of the odd and even (1st and 2nd) modes. Satisfactory agreement 
between the results of simulation and experiment was obtained. This made it possible to 
establish the configuration of the local near-field: the ratio of the electric field amplitudes of 
the 1st and the 2nd modes and the phase delay. 

We believe the results of this study are important for the technology of semiconductor 
lasers with predetermined modal compositions. 
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